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Abstract
We present a method, Neural Radiance Flow (NeRFlow),
to learn a 4D spatial-temporal representation of a dynamic
scene from a set of RGB images. Key to our approach is
the use of a neural implicit representation that learns to
capture the 3D occupancy, radiance, and dynamics of the
scene. By enforcing consistency across different modalities,
our representation enables multi-view rendering in diverse
dynamic scenes, including water pouring, robotic interaction,
and real images, outperforming state-of-the-art methods for
spatial-temporal view synthesis. Our approach works even
when being provided only a single monocular real video.
We further demonstrate that the learned representation can
serve as an implicit scene prior, enabling video processing
tasks such as image super-resolution and de-noising without
any additional supervision.

1. Introduction
We live in a rich and dynamic world, consisting of scenes
that rapidly change their appearance across both time and
view angle. To accurately model the world around us, we
need a scene representation that captures underlying lighting,
physics, and 3D structure of the scene. Such representations
have diverse applications: they can enable interactive exploration in both space and time in virtual reality, the capture of
realistic motions for game design, and robot perception and
navigation in the environment around them.
Traditional approaches, such as those used in state-ofthe-art motion capture systems, typically are specialized
to specific phenomena [1, 19] and fail to handle complex
occlusions and fine details of motion. A core difficulty is
that high resolution coverage of information requires a prohibitive amount of memory. Recent work has addressed this
by using a neural network as a parametrization for scene deCode at https://yilundu.github.io/nerflow/.
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Figure 1: Given a set of training images captured from different
views and timestamps, NeRFlow learns a spatial-temporal representation that captures the underlying 3D structure and dynamics
and, in turn, enables 4D view synthesis.

tails [41, 62, 42]. However, these scene representation often
require a static scene and a large number of images captured
from many cameras, which are not generally available in
real-world scenarios.
In this work, we aim to learn a dynamic scene representation which allows photorealistic novel view synthesis in
complex dynamics, observed by only a limited number of
(as few as one) cameras with known camera parameters. The
key challenge is that the observations at each moment are
sparse, restricting prior approaches [41, 62] from fitting a
complex scene. To address this problem, we present a novel
approach, Neural Radiance Flow (NeRFlow), that can effectively aggregate partial observations across time to learn a
coherent spatio-temporal scene representation. We achieve
this by formulating a radiance flow field, which encourages
temporal consistency of appearance, density, and motion.
The radiance flow field is represented by two continuous implicit neural functions: a 6D (spatial position x, y, z,
timestamp t and viewing direction θ, ϕ) radiance function for
appearance and density, and a 4D (spatio-temporal position
x, y, z, t) flow function for scene dynamics. Our representation enables joint learning of both modules, which is critical
given only sparse observations at each moment. Specifically,
the flow field provides temporal correspondences for spatial
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locations, enabling the appearance and density information
captured at different moments to propagate across time. On
the other hand, the radiance function describes the scene geometry that informs the flow module about how objects are
moving. Our model is fully differentiable, and thus can be
trained directly using gradient backpropogation. By learning
3D structure and dynamics, our model can accomplish 4D
view synthesis (Figure 1).
To evaluate our approach, we consider several challenging
setups: a pouring scene which reflects fluid dynamics, an
indoor scene in which a robot walks from near to far to
exhibit long-range motion with great occlusion, multiple
complex real scenes with transparent objects, as well as
monocular videos capturing human motions. Our approach
yields high-quality 4D view synthesis and outperforms a
recent state-of-the-art method [42]. In addition, we show
that our method can serve as a type of dynamic scene prior,
which allows video denoising and super-resolution without
any additional supervision, outperforming both classical and
state-of-the-art internal learning methods.
In summary, our work has three contributions. First, we
present a novel method, Neural Radiance Flow (NeRFlow),
for learning implicit spatial-temporal scene representation.
It enables novel view synthesis across both space and time.
Second, we show that our approach can be effective with
very limited observations down to only one camera. We
achieve this by introducing a set of temporal consistency
constraints over scene appearance, density, and motion. Finally, show that our approach can serve as an implicit scene
prior, outperforming classical and internal learning methods
in super-resolution and image de-noising.

2. Related Works
Neural scene representations. Recently, neural continuous implicit fields [9, 34, 58, 17, 77, 50, 48, 40, 62] have
been developed to address the discretization issues and limited resolution of classical 3D representations such as voxel
grids [5, 39, 11, 76, 56, 73, 72], point clouds [53, 13, 54, 14]
and meshes [18, 69, 28, 26, 33]. Park et al. [50] proposed a
neural signed distance function to represent scene geometry.
Mescheder et al. [40] developed neural occupancy fields for
scene reconstruction. However, they require groundtruth 3D
supervision that can be difficult to obtain.
In order to learn neural scene representations directly
from images, differentiable rendering [47, 23, 36, 62] is incorporated to bridge 2D observations and underlying 3D
scenes. Sitzmann et al. [62] represented scenes with continuous feature fields and propose a neural rendering layer
to allow optimization with only posed images. Niemeyer et
al. [47] used implicit differentiation to bridge 2D images and
3D texture fields. In a recent seminal work, Mildenhall et
al. [41] introduced a Neural Radiance Field (NeRF) that can
be learned using volumetric rendering with only calibrated

images. However, these works only consider static scenes.
In contrast, we aim to learn spatial-temporal dynamic
scene representations with limited observations. Although it
is plausible to extend existing techniques to 4D by assuming
a large number of available views at each timestep, we focus on a more realistic setting in capturing dynamic events,
where only a few moving cameras are available. Our setup
has significance in real-world dynamic event capturing; it
also poses a great challenge in aggregating sparse, partial
observations across time.
4D reconstruction. Most existing works on spatialtemporal 4D reconstruction for general scenes require sufficient observations at each moment [46, 44, 43, 29, 66, 49].
However, these methods need full observations at each timestamp, and they do not recover scene appearances. Another
line of work focuses on specific categories [4, 12, 21, 27,
65, 80] such as human body and faces with template models, allowing fewer observations as input. Using template
models with deformations allows domain knowledge to be
easily added and guarantees temporal coherence. Therefore this paradigm is widely adopted for particular shape
domains [24, 4, 12, 21, 27, 65, 80] such as human face [4],
body [27], and hand [57]. However, these methods depend
largely on the quality of template models and it can be costly
to obtain high-quality template models beyond the popular
shape domains. Unlike these methods, our NeRFlow does
not make domain-specific assumptions and is able to learn
from limited observations.
Novel view synthesis. Although synthesizing novel views
in space [41, 61, 45, 25, 20, 7, 16, 81, 71] or time (i.e.,
video frame interpolation) [22, 38, 3, 63] is widely studied, respectively, spatial-temporal synthesis for dynamic
scenes is relatively less explored [82, 31]. Recent works
have extended deep learning-based novel view synthesis
methods into the temporal domain, by learning a temporal
warping function [35, 42] or synthesizing novel views frameby-frame [2]. Lombardi et al. [35] modeled a scene by a
neural feature volume and synthesize novel views at a given
moment by sampling the volume with a temporally-specific
warping function. Bemana et al. [42] targeted at view interpolation across space and time by learning a smart warping
function. However, warping-based methods are restricted
by input resolution. Our work is different from them in
that we learn a continuous implicit representation that can
theoretically scale to arbitrary resolution.
Deep networks as prior. Deep networks have been shown
to manifest prior tendency for fitting natural images [67,
68, 32] and temporally-consistent videos [10], even without
training on large-scale datasets. This property is referred to
as an implicit image/video prior. Similarly, our method can
learn neural dynamic scene representations from very sparse
observations. To explain such sample efficiency, we posit
that our learning method per se may serve as a ‘dynamic
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implicit scene prior’. We validate it by fitting noisy and
low-resolution observations, while showing good denoising
and super-resolution results. Although our finding shares
similar ideas with Ulyanov et al. [67], the prior tendency
comes from our 3D rendering architecture.
Concurrent Work. Concurrent to our work, several related
works [51, 75, 30, 52, 64] also investigate integrating temporal information for sparse time-step novel view synthesis.
Separate from other works, we learn a single consistent continuous spatial-temporal radiance field that is constrained to
generate consistent 4D view synthesis across both space and
time. This enables direct rendering across both viewpoints
and timestamps directly through the radiance field. This
is not possible for other approaches which learn a discrete,
timestamp-dependent deformation field [51, 52, 64]. Similar
to our approach, [75, 30] also learn a continuous spatialtemporal radiance fields, but while our approach enforces
consistency across continuous time using a neural ODE [8],
they enforce consistency only at observed timestamps. Thus,
while our approach can render intermediate timestamps, [75]
note that interpolated renderings using their spatial-temporal
radiance field are not good enough.
In addition, we further show that our approach can be
applied to video processing tasks. We show that our learned
radiance fields can take as input low resolution or noisy
images, and can then be rendered to generate high resolution
or non-noisy images.

3. Neural Radiance Flow (NeRFlow)
Our goal is to learn an implicit neural scene representation
for dynamic scenes, which enables spatial-temporal novel
view synthesis, given a potentially limited set of image observations and associated poses each moment. A key challenge
is to effectively aggregate partial observations from different
timestamps while attaining spatio-temporal coherence.
We propose Neural Radiance Flow (NeRFlow) which
learns scene appearance, density and motion jointly, while
encouraging temporal consistency for these components.
Specifically, NeRFlow internally represents scene appearance and density by a neural radiance field, and it represents
scene dynamics by a flow field. These two fields interact
to propagate appearance, density, and motion information
observed at different moments, modulated by a set of consistency losses derived from basic physical intuitions.
We show an overview of NeRFlow in Figure 2. In the following, we first describe the radiance and flow field. Next we
present how the two fields are learned jointly using temporal
consistency losses. Finally, we outline details about training
supervision from RGB images and overall implementation.

3.1. Radiance and Flow Fields
NeRFlow consists of two separate modules. The first
module, the radiance field, takes a 6D input of position, time

(encoded between -1 and 1), and view direction and outputs
emitted color and density, which can be used to form an
image by ray marching and volume rendering [41]. The
second module, the flow field, takes a 4D input of position
and time and outputs its flow or dynamics. We describe each
function in detail below.
The radiance function Rθ is a 6Radiance field.
dimensional function, which takes as input the 4D location
x = (x, y, z, t) and 2D viewing direction (θ, ϕ), and outputs
an emitted color c = (r, g, b) and volume density σ, representing the color and transparency of the corresponding 3D
point (top of Figure 2). Since density is view-independent,
we predict the volume density σ independently of view direction. To better aggregate cross-view visual appearance
information, we also decompose the predicted color to a
view-invariant diffuse part cdiffuse and a view-dependent specular part cspecular . Since specularity is typically sparsely observed, during training we add an L2 regularization loss to
the magnitude of cspecular .
Flow field. The flow function Fθ represents the underlying
dynamics of a scene. Fθ takes as input the 4D location
x = (x, y, z, t). It outputs a flow field
  \textbf {f} = (f_x, f_y, f_z) = \left (\frac {\partial x}{\partial t}, \frac {\partial y}{\partial t}, \frac {\partial z}{\partial t}\right ), 

representing instantaneous movement of each point in space.
Through integration, this function can then be used to derive the future position of any point. In particular, given a
continuous point (xs , ys , zs , ts ), the future position of the
point at timestamp tg can be obtained through integration as
Rt
(xs , ys , zs ) + tsg f (x, y, z, t)dt.

3.2. Temporally Coherent Learning
Throughout learning, we enforce consistency in radiance
and flow fields so that they interact to aggregate and propagate partially observed information across time. As shown in
Figure 3, this internal learning process is modulated by a set
of consistency losses regarding scene appearance, density,
and motion, following basic physical intuitions. Since we
consider sparse observations across times that may not fully
cover view angles, we only enforce consistency of diffuse
color cdiffuse (Section 3.1) but not specular color.
Appearance consistency. The diffuse reflectance of an object remains constant while it is moving around. Assuming
that the incidental radiance is approximately the same at the
object surface [55], the emitted diffuse color remains constant. Such color constancy assumption is the basis for many
optical flow algorithms and approximately holds especially
when the motion is small. With this assumption, we develop
the appearance consistency loss.
In particular, given a randomly sampled 3D point x at
timestamp t, we minimize the L2 distance between the color
of x and that of a predicted correspondence xc at a future
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Figure 3: Multiple consistencies are enforced
between both radiance and flow fields during
Figure 2: NeRFlow consists of two separate modules, a radiance field (top) trained via training, enabling radiance information captured
neural rendering and a flow field (bottom) trained through 3D key-point correspondence. at earlier timestamps to inform those of later
During testing, we use only the radiance field to synthesize novel images.
timestamps.

timestamp tc (randomly sampled between [t − 0.5, t + 0.5])
LRGB = ∥cdiffuse (x) − cdiffuse (xc )∥, where the flow function Fθ provides point correspondences, given by xc =
Rt
x + t c Fθ (x(t))dt. This appearance consistency can be
seen as a way of enabling the propagation of color information gathered in earlier (or later) timestamp to that of the
current timestamp. Such propagation of color representations is especially important in settings with limited dynamic
cameras where visible frames are entirely disjoint from each
other across time.
Density consistency. The solidity of an object naturally remains constant while it is moving. Thus, we also enforce that
density of points across time are also consistent with respect
to dynamics. Analogously to the appearance consistency, we
define density consistency as LDensity = ∥σ(x) − σ(xc )∥. We
note that the density consistency can be particularly useful
for particles like fluid, as the shape details in fluid flowing
is easily missing without some form of density consistency.
Our experiment in a pouring scene shows the benefit of this.
Motion consistency. Our motion regularization is built upon
two common physical intuitions: first, empty space looks
static, and second, objects move smoothly in natural scenes.
For the first assumption, the static empty space should consistently have no motion. Therefore, we enforce that areas
with low density must exhibit low flow. To implement this,
we cast N query points along a camera ray r, and select the
first K query points qk such that transmittance of the remaining camera points is greater than 0.99. We then penalize the
L2 magnitude of each queried point via LFlow = ∥Fθ (qk )∥.
The second assumption can be interpreted as that the overall scenes exhibit relatively low acceleration. Furthermore,
a moving object (such as a walking robot) typically manifests similar flow at all points on its surface and within it
body. Thus, we encourage the flow function to be smooth
across both space and time, by penalizing the gradient of
the flow functions at all randomly sampled points x via
LAcc = ∥∇Fθ (x)∥2 .

With these consistency losses, NeRFlow can learn a
spatio-temporally coherent scene representation from limited
observations at different moments.

3.3. Learning from Visual Observation
We have introduced a temporally coherent representation
of NeRFlow to model dynamic scenes. We further outline
training supervision from visual observations of the scene.
Volume rendering for image supervision. Given posed
images (i.e. with camera matrices), we train our model
using volumetric rendering following [41]. In particular,
let {(cir , σri )}, denote the color and volume density of N
random samples along a camera ray r. We obtain a RGB
value for a pixel through alpha composition:

  \textbf {c}_r = \sum _{i=1}^N T_r^i \alpha _r^i \textbf {c}_r^i, \quad T_r^i = \prod _{j=1}^{i-1} (1 - \alpha _r^i), \quad \alpha _r^i = 1 - \exp (-\sigma _r^i \delta _r^i), 

where δri denotes the sampling distance between adjacent
points on a ray. We then train our radiance function to
minimize the Mean Square Error (MSE) between predicted
color and ground truth RGB color via LRender = ∥cr −RGB∥.
Optical flow supervision. In addition to image supervision, we also extract optical flow correspondence using
Farnback’s method [15] to serve as extra supervision for
predicting better scene dynamics. We then obtain sets of
3D spatial-temporal keypoint correspondences using depth
maps (ground truth for synthetic scenes and through [37]
for real video) and camera poses. Given 3D keypoint correspondences between points xs = (xs , ys , zs ) observed at
timestamp ts and xg = (xg , yg , zg ) observed at timestamp
tg , we apply integration using an Runga-Kutta solver [8] on
our flow function from pointR xs to obtain a candidate keyt
point xcg , where xcg = xs + tsg Fθ (x(t))dt. We then train
our flow function to minimize the MSE between predicted
and ground truth correspondences via LCorr = ∥xcg − xg ∥.
14327

3.4. Implementation Details
When training NeRFlow, we first use only LRender to
warm up training. We then train NeRFlow with our full loss
LRender + LCorr + αLRGB + βLDensity + LFlow + LAcc , where
α, β = 0.001. We utilize the positional embedding [41] on
the inputs to the radiance function to enable the capture of
high-frequency details. We omit the positional embedding in
flow functions to encourage smooth flow prediction. Please
see the appendix for additional training details.

4. Experiments

Ground
Truth

X-Fields

NeRFlow
(ours)
Images synthesized from four new views and timestamps

We validate the performance of NeRFlow on representing dynamic scenes of pouring [59], iGibson [74], and real
images from [42, 37, 78] through multi-view rendering. We
further show that our approach infers high quality depth and
flow maps. Finally, we show that NeRFlow can serve as a
scene prior, denoising and super-resolving videos.

Figure 4: Results on Gibson in the Full View setting.
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4.1. 4D View Synthesis
Data. We use three datasets of dynamic scenes.

0,0,0

Pouring: The pouring scene contains fluid dynamics [59].
We render images at 400×400 pixels. We utilize a training
set size of 1,000 images and test set of 100 images.
Gibson: The Gibson scene has a robot walking a long distance. We render images on the iGibson environment [74],
using the Rs interactive scene with a robot TurtleBot
moving linearly on the floor. Each image is rendered at
800×800 pixels. We use a training set size of 300 images
and test set size of 100 images.
Real Images: Our real image datasets consists of two sources.
The first are two real dynamic scenes from [42], named Ice
and Vase, where Ice contains transparent objects and Vase is
a complex indoor scene. The second is monocular real world
videos from [37] and [78]. To evaluate on two real dynamic
scenes from [42], we split 90% of provided images as the
training set and the remaining 10% as the test set, and use
COLMAP [60] to obtain poses for all images.
Metrics. To measure the performance of our approach, we
report novel view synthesis performance using LPIPS [79],
PSNR, SSIM [70], and MSE.
Baselines. We compare with four baselines. The first is
the nearest neighbor baseline from Open4D [2] (using VGG
feature distance). The second is a recent state-of-the-art
method, X-Fields [42], which relies on warping existing
training images to synthesize novel views. The third is a
concurrent work, NonRigid NeRF [64], using the author’s
provided codebase. We also compare with ablations.
Results on synthetic images. On synthetic images, we
present a systematic analysis in three different settings for
benchmarking different methods: 1) Full View, where multiview training images are drawn uniformly across time; 2)

(a) Dual Views

0,0,0

(b) Stereo Views

Figure 5: Illustration of cameras in the limited views setting.

Stereo Views or Dual Views, where training images are captured by two moving cameras; 3) Sparse Timestamps, where
training images are drawn from a fixed, sparse subset of all
timestamps in the scene.
‘Full View’ results. In the Full View setting, for the Pouring
dataset, we sample cameras poses randomly in the upper
hemisphere; for the Gibson dataset, we sample cameras
from a set of forward facing scenes.
Tables 1 and 2 (Full View) include quantitative results
on the Pouring and Gibson datasets, respectively. NeRFlow
outperforms baselines in all metrics. We find that on Pouring,
where modeling fluid dynamics is difficult, NeRFlow is able
to capture the fluid splatter pattern and dynamics. On Gibson,
which exhibits long range motion and occlusion (Figure 4),
NeRFlow is able to handle of occlusions of robot.
‘Stereo Views’ and ‘Dual Views’ results. In the Stereo
Views setting, training images are captured by two nearby
cameras that are rotating together around a circle over time.
In the Dual Views setting, training images are captured by
two diametrically opposite cameras that are rotating together
around a circle over time. We illustrate both settings in
Figure 5. We test image synthesis from random views on
any location of the circle across any time. To accomplish
this task well, a model must learn to integrate the radiance
information captured across different timestamps.
We report the results in Tables 1 and 2 (Stereo Views and
Dual Views). Our model again outperforms all baselines. In
this setting, we find that consistency enables our approach to
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Full View

Models

Stereo Views

Dual Views

Sparse Timestamps

LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ MSE↓ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ MSE↓ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ MSE↓ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ MSE↓
Nearest Neighbor
X-Fields [42]
NonRigid NeRF [64]
NeRFlow w/o Consist.
NeRFlow (ours)

0.1023
0.0993
0.1057
0.1035
0.0980

25.34
28.83
31.51
36.30
36.57

0.9858
0.9938
0.9968
0.9985
0.9990

0.0051
0.0019
0.0009
0.0004
0.0003

0.2085
0.1261
0.1324
0.1219
0.1170

22.89
21.25
23.38
27.98
28.29

0.9667
0.9809
0.9881
0.9942
0.9958

0.0138
0.0076
0.0053
0.0023
0.0020

0.1305
0.1190
0.1057
0.1021
0.0851

25.79
20.92
28.12
31.80
35.29

0.9789
0.9787
0.9953
0.9982
0.9991

0.0088
0.0082
0.0015
0.0006
0.0003

0.1237
0.1041
0.1068
0.0949

24.21
28.65
33.75
35.87

0.9837
0.9933
0.9980
0.9985

0.0061
0.0021
0.0006
0.0004

Table 1: Comparison of our approach with others on the novel-view synthesis setting on the Pouring Dataset.
Full View

Models

Stereo Views

Dual Views

Sparse Timestamps

LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ MSE↓ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ MSE↓ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ MSE↓ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ MSE↓
Nearest Neighbor
X-Fields [42]
NonRigid NeRF [64]
NeRFlow w/o Consist.
NeRFlow (ours)

0.1945
0.2753
0.1495
0.1065
0.0984

17.19
21.55
25.19
29.59
30.22

0.8728
0.9410
0.9616
0.9846
0.9849

0.0219
0.0096
0.0074
0.0028
0.0029

0.3314
0.3927
0.3162
0.2806
0.2496

15.03
17.75
19.43
22.47
23.65

0.8501
0.9274
0.9401
0.9597
0.9690

0.0422
0.0193
0.0132
0.0070
0.0052

0.2425
0.2587
0.2514
0.2729
0.2198

16.86
19.13
20.05
22.26
24.84

0.8832
0.9370
0.9483
0.9589
0.9758

0.0296
0.0142
0.0102
0.0069
0.0037

0.2084
0.2839
0.1130
0.1073

16.90
21.29
25.05
25.22

0.8698
0.9378
0.9712
0.9717

0.0250
0.0106
0.0072
0.0070

Table 2: Comparison of our approach with others on the novel-view synthesis setting on the Gibson dataset.
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Figure 6: Novel view synthesis results on Ice (a) and Vase (b) from the sparse image datasets used by X-Fields [42].

do significantly better quantitatively, which we will elaborate
later in our ablation studies in Section 4.2.
‘Sparse Timestamps’ results. We further consider the case
where training images are drawn from a fixed, sparse subset
of all timestamps in the scene. In particular, we train models
with 1 of every 10 timestamps on Pouring, and 1 out of every
5 on Gibson. During testing, the model needs to render at
arbitrary timestamps. Such a task tests the temporal interpolation capability of our model, useful for applications such
as slow motion generation and frame rate up-conversion.
We report quantitative results in Tables 1 and 2 (Sparse
Timestamps). NonRigid NeRF is not applicable to this setting, as it learns per timestamp latents for each timestamp in
the scene. Again, NeRFlow performs well and consistency
boosts the rendering performance. Consistency constrains
radiance fields to change smoothly with respect to time, enabling smooth renderings of intermediate timestamps. Due
to space constraints, qualitative results and additional analyses can be found in the supplementary material.
Results on real images.
We further evaluate our approach on real images: we

perform novel view synthesis on the image dataset in XFields [42], and 4D view synthesis on monocular real video
datasets from [37, 78]. Figure 6 shows the novel view synthesis results on the X-Fields dataset. We find that NeRFlow
captures transparency and various lighting effects in real
images, while X-Fields struggles with ghosting.
We also show 4D view synthesis results in Figure 7 on
monocular video datasets from [37, 78]. We visualize three
different sets of results on 4D video synthesis: (1) multiple
views at the same timestamp; (2) multiple timestamps from
the same view; (3) randomly sampled views and timestamps.
In all cases, the combination of the timestamp and the view
are not in the training set. NeRFlow consistently delivers
better results. Note that for the leftmost video, X-Fields appears to get incorrect poses of rendering due to a dominance
of temporal warping. Additional monocular video results
are in the supplementary material.

4.2. Analysis and Visualization
We next analyze NeRFlow to visualize its learned depth
and flow maps, and investigate how consistency losses con14329
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Figure 7: Comparison of 4D synthesis (novel view and timestamp) with X-Fields on real monocular video from [78, 37].
Images

Inferred
Depth

Inferred
Flow

Figure 8: Visualization of estimated depth and flow (with x, y, z
directions of flow represented as RGB coordinates respectively).
Models
NeRFlow w/o Consistency
NeRFlow (ours)

Full View Stereo Views Dual Views
0.3747
0.3692

0.4433
0.2701

0.4003
0.2675

Table 3: Evaluation of depth estimation of NeRFlow with or without
physical constraints. We report MSE error with ground truth depth.

tribute to the learning of such representations and to the final
results. We run our analyses on Pouring, as its simplicity
leads to most interpretable results.
Visualization of depth and flow maps. In Figure 8, we
visualize inferred depth and flow fields. We find that the
inferred flow field captures the dynamics of pouring, including the flow of liquid as well as the movement of the cup.
We quantitatively compare the depth estimation accuracy of
NeRFlow with and without all consistency losses in Table 3
in terms of MSE. By enforcing geometric constancy across
time, we find that our consistency loss improves depth estimates from NeRFlow, especially in limited camera settings.
Ablation study of consistency losses. Our consistency loss
can be seen as a way to explicitly enforce the separation
of static and dynamic components. When scene flow is
predicted to be near 0, static temporal consistency of appearance/density is enforced while non-zero scene flow propa-

gates radiance information for dynamic modeling. We enforce zero scene flow at static locations through noisy optical
flow and motion consistency (Lf low and Lacc ).
We now ablate the effect of this separation by considering two variants: (1) reducing static separation by removing
motion consistency (w/o Motion Consist.); (2) removing the
dynamic modeling by only enforcing consistency on points
with flow below the threshold 0.01 (w/o Dynamics Modeling). Figure 9 shows quantitative results of these models, in
addition to our full and an ablated model without any consistency, on the Stereo Views setting of Pouring. Qualitatively,
consistency enables more effective propagation of information across time. It makes renderings exhibit more consistent
fluid placement. The supplementary material includes additional qualitative results of each variant of our ablation,
which demonstrate that reducing static supervision leads
to poor static structures and removing dynamic modelings
leads to poor modeling of dynamic regions.

4.3. Video Processing
Given a set of images capturing a dynamic scene, NeRFlow learns to represent the underlying 3D structure and its
evolution through time. This scene description can be seen as
a scene prior. By utilizing volumetric rendering on our scene
description, we accomplish additional video processing tasks
such as video denoising and super-resolution.
Datasets. We evaluate our approach on the tasks of video
denoising and image super-resolution. To test denoising, we
train our model on 1,000 pouring images of the same scene
with a resolution of 400×400, rendered with a 2 ray-casts
(compared with 128 rays used in Section 4.1) in Blender,
and test the difference between the rendered images and
the ground truth images obtained from Blender using 128
ray-casts. We also evaluate our approach on denoising a
monocular real video (Ayush) from [37], where we corrupt
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Ground
Truth

NeRFlow
w/o Consist.

NeRFlow
(ours)
Input

Images synthesized from four new views and timestamps

Models
w/o Optical Flow
w/o Consist.
w/o Motion Consist.
w/o Dynamic Modeling
NeRFlow (Full)

LPIPS↓
0.1390
0.1219
0.1372
0.1317
0.1170

PSNR↑
27.81
27.98
27.85
28.09
28.29

SSIM↑
0.9932
0.9942
0.9935
0.9938
0.9958

Figure 9: Ablation study of different consistency losses on the
Stereo Views setting of Pouring. Consistency regularization ensures
reasonable renderings in extrapolated viewpoints. We also visualize
the results of our model with or without consistency regularization.
Model

LPIPS↓

PSNR↑

SSIM↑

MSE↓

Bicubic Interpolation
Blind Video Prior [10]
NeRFlow (ours)

0.1427
0.1870
0.0903

30.27
30.58
30.67

0.9961
0.9963
0.9963

0.0012
0.0009
0.0009

Table 4: Results of NeRFlow, Blind Video Prior [10], and bi-cubic
interpolation on the task of image super-resolution.

input frames with Gaussian noise with standard deviation of
25. To test super-resolution, we train our model on 1,000
pouring images of the same scene with a resolution of 64×64
and test rendering of images of size 200×200.
Baselines. We compare with the very recent, state-of-the-art
internal learning method, Blind Video Prior [10], which uses
a learned network to approximate a task mapping. During
training, we supervise the Blind Video Prior on denoising
and super-resolution using the outputs of the classical algorithms: Non-Local Means [6] for denoising and bi-cubic
interpolation for super-resolution. We also compare with
these classical algorithms directly.
Video denoising. Figure 10 shows the results on denoising.
NeRFlow achieves more realistic images than the baselines
and a lower reconstruction error. By accumulating radiance
information over input images, our representation learns to
remove most image noises. On the real monocular video,
NeRFlow also obtains more realistic images than our baselines (as in LPIPS) and achieves a lower MSE.
Video super-resolution. We finally evaluate our approach
on image super-resolution with our baselines in Table 4. We
find that in this setting our approach again achieves more realistic images than our baselines (as determined by LPIPS),

BVP

NeRFlow (ours) Ground Truth

Data

Models

Pouring

Non-Local Means [6] 0.4662
Blind Video Prior [10] 0.5572
NeRFlow (ours)
0.3556

24.91
18.24
28.46

0.9263 0.0032
0.8891 0.0151
0.9837 0.0014

Non-Local Means [6] 0.3051
Ayush [37] Blind Video Prior [10] 0.2707
NeRFlow (ours)
0.1372

23.49
21.67
27.71

0.9856 0.0046
0.9797 0.0070
0.9949 0.0018

MSE↓
0.0023
0.0023
0.0023
0.0022
0.0020

Non-Local

LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ MSE↓

Figure 10: Results of NeRFlow, Blind Video Prior [10], and NonLocal Means [6] on the task of denoising.

with the Blind Video Prior achieving comparable image
MSE. When rendering higher resolution images from our
radiance function, representations in NeRFlow have accumulated radiance information across different input images, and
are capable of rendering higher resolution details, despite
being only trained on low resolution images. The supplementary material includes qualitative results.

5. Discussion
We have presented NeRFlow, a method that learns a powerful spatial-temporal representation of a dynamic scene. We
have shown that NeRFlow can be used for 4D view synthesis
from limited cameras (e.g., monocular videos) on multiple
datasets. We have also shown that NeRFlow can serve as a
learned scene prior, which can be applied to video processing
tasks such as video de-noising and super-resolution.
Limitations: Representing a dynamic 3D scene for view
synthesis from limited image observations poses great challenges besides information aggregation. Our approach does
not explicitly address the ambiguities in both 3D geometry
and dynamic regions. Such ambiguity leads to difficulty
in modeling complex real scenes and in preserving static
backgrounds over time. We envision addressing these two
challenges can greatly improve our approach, e.g., explicitly
separating static background and dynamic foregrounds to
determine which regions should have non-zero flows, and
leveraging dense depth maps to resolve geometry ambiguity.
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